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Abstract 

In recent years, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has been widely used as a 

method of simulating airflow and addressing indoor environment problems. The 

complexity of airflows within the indoor environment would make experimental 

investigation difficult to undertake and also imposes significant challenges on 

turbulence modelling for flow prediction. This research examines through CFD 

visualisation how air is distributed within a room. Measurements of air 

temperature and air velocity have been performed at a number of points in an 

environmental test chamber with a human occupant. To complement the 

experimental results, CFD simulations were carried out and the results enabled 

detailed analysis and visualisation of spatial distribution of airflow patterns and 

the effect of different parameters to be predicted. The results demonstrate the 

complexity of modelling human exhalation within a ventilated enclosure and 

shed some light into how to achieve more realistic predictions of the airflow 

within an occupied enclosure.  

Keywords: computational fluid dynamics; exhalation; airflow distribution, 

environmental test chamber. 

1: Introduction 

In recent years, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has been widely used as a method 

of simulating room airflow, studying indoor environment issues and to produce data that 

may be otherwise difficult to obtain through in-situ measurements. In-situ measurement 
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in an enclosed environment generally gives realistic information concerning the air 

distribution and airflow parameters in the enclosure. In principle, on-site measurements 

in an enclosed environment (i.e. office, classroom or bedroom) give the most realistic 

information concerning airflow and air quality. However, due to the variability of 

outdoor and indoor conditions (i.e. cooling loads,  wind speed and directions, water 

vapour, etc.) which affect the velocity and control of air movement within the measured 

room, making an estimation using quantitative analysis can be difficult and inaccurate. 

To date he investigation of spatial distribution in classrooms due to air movement is 

ongoing. However, some parameters of high significance (e.g. exhalation generation 

rate, the production of exhalation mass flow rate, exhalation velocity, etc.) that are 

needed as boundary conditions in a CFD model are rather difficult to establish because 

researchers’ interpretations of this data vary widely (Shih, Chiu, and Wang 2007, Gao 

and Niu 2006, Karthikeyan and Samuel 2008, Lin et al. 2011, Melikov and 

Kaczmarczyk 2007, Sørensen and Voigt 2003). Therefore, most researchers have 

limited their research towards the study of ventilation effectiveness in indoor 

environments (Lin et al. 2009, Lu et al. 2010) and the prediction of airborne disease 

transmission (Gupta, Lin, and Chen 2010, Rim and Novoselac 2009, Gao and Niu 

2006). It is sometimes much more important to investigate how the air is distributed into 

the space rather than to know the total ventilation flow rate (Awbi, 2003). With regards 

to experimental evaluations, the main parameters for CO2 and airflow measurement 

strategies involve the positioning of sampling sensors (i.e. the location and height) and 

how CO2 and air are being distributed in the room have not been considered 

methodically. This article attempts to address some of these issues incorporating a study 

involving an environmental test chamber to carry out measurements under controlled 

conditions. The results from the measurements are then used to validate CFD 
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predictions. 

2: Methods 

Experimental methods used to investigate the air movement and spatial distribution 

levels of CO2 in both classrooms and a test chamber provide in-situ data that is useful 

information for CFD validation (Mahyuddin and Awbi 2010, Mahyuddin 2011). based 

on this research, Figure 1 illustrates the positioning of sampling devices as used in the 

experimental chamber with one occupant. This research investigates the potential of a 

validation test for airflow distribution in enclosed spaces using a combination of CFD 

predicted data and experimental data obtained from the field work and chamber tests 

which have been reported elsewhere (Mahyuddin and Awbi 2010). The gradients in 

temperatures and air speed in the chamber were measured by using 4-wire Platinum-

Resistance Thermometer (PRT) sensors type K with an accuracy of ± 0.15 ºC of reading 

and Dantec ‘Multi-channel Flow analyzer with cables connecting to hot, thin film Omni 

directional anemometers’ This analyser is capable of measuring the air speed at several 

strategic locations in the chamber within the speed range of 0.05 - 1.00 ms
-1

. Both 

devices collate instantaneous values of air temperature and velocities for the duration of 

2 minutes  

 To verify the accuracy of the CFD simulations using the three different 

turbulence models, the indoor air velocity and temperature profiles in the chamber were 

monitored at 13 locations. The positioning of sensors as illustrated in the figure were as 

follows; (A) left, (B) front, (C) back (D) right and (E) occupant seating position. These 

locations are assumed to be outside the influence of the buoyant plumes or free 

convective flow along the walls. However, due to the complexity of indoor airflows, 

(i.e. low mean air velocity often less than 0.2ms
-1

) experimental investigations are also 
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extremely difficult especially since the accuracy of velocity sensor is with the 

abovementioned range. In addition, experimental accuracy is also principally 

determined by the quality of the apparatus used, whereas the accuracy of numerical 

solutions is dependent on the quality of the discretisations and boundary condition used 

(Awbi 2003).  

 The current focus is to examine the methods of simulation that could be used in 

such a study and establish the most realistic boundary conditions to simulate the air 

distribution in rooms around occupants as influenced also by the distribution of 

respiration air. 

 The conditions and the modelling of the spatial distributions of airflow in the 

chamber were modelled using the ANSYS CFX 12.0 code. Initially, the emphasis was 

on determining the most physically realistic combination of mass and energy transport 

 

Figure 1    Plan view with positioning of velocity transducers (V), PRT sensors (T) and Carbon 

Dioxide sensors (C) inside the experimental chamber 
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models, fluid properties and boundary conditions that are needed for the modelling. 

This was necessary to enable the detailed evaluation of the relevant aspects of the 

internal environment, such as the detailed prediction of airflow parameters within the 

space which would otherwise have not been possible to determine experimentally alone. 

It should be noted that the choice of conditions used in the simulations carried out in 

this research were determined using an environmental test chamber. The discretisation 

of the computational domain in this research was achieved by means of a mesh that 

consisted of unstructured grids (i.e. tetrahedral elements) obtained from a mesh 

generation algorithm based on the automatic mesh in CFX. 

 To develop a good understanding of the differences between the different CFD 

turbulence models used, a detailed simulation and analysis of the flow in the chamber 

was performed. Based on these simulations, various parameters were compared and 

validated with experimental data in order to assess the extent of significance (deviation 

from the norm) as well as the trend. 

3: Results and Discussion of CFD Validation Test 

The use of CFD involves numerous assumptions, such as the domain size, mesh size, 

turbulence model, etc. During these modelling tasks, the results of the CFD simulations 

was evaluated by comparing various turbulence models, boundary conditions and 

conducting model grid dependency test. The effect of the wall boundary condition, 

which is one of the most important parameters when investigating the flow patterns 

within the design domain, (i.e. chamber) was also considered.  The method used to 

represent these conditions in the CFD simulations was also thoroughly investigated. A 

flow chart of the five modelling strategies incorporated in the simulation is illustrated in 

Figure 2.  
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Step 1-Define Domain size, 

geometry position and boundary 

conditions

Step 3-Numerical simulation using 

three different turbulence models:

            • SKE

            • RNG

            • SST

Step 5 -Computer Simulated Person (CSP)

           • Human shape

           • Boxman shape

Step 2-Grid sensitivity test

           • Fine mesh

           • Medium mesh

           • Coarse mesh

Optimum grid for simulations

Best turbulence model  for further simulations

Step 4-Verification and Validation 

with measurements :

        • Indoor air temperature

        • Air velocity flow field

        

Considering the fact that this research involves simulations of airflow around a 

‘human body’ within an enclosed environment, the geometry of the computer simulated 

person (CSP) also plays an important role. The level of complexity involved in this 

aspect cannot be over emphasised. Various shapes of CSPs ranging from a very detailed 

human model (manikin) to a simplified 3D shape of a box representation (boxman) 

were developed and widely adopted in both research and industry to study and provide 

more insight into thermal comfort issues. These models are roughly put into three 

categories: simplified shapes (Murakami, Kato, and Zeng 2000, Al-Mogbel 2003, Xing, 

Hatton, and Awbi 2001), standard human manikins (male and female) (Sørensen and 

Voigt 2003, Tanabe et al. 2002) and realistic models (Yang et al. 2007, Treeck et al. 

2009, Zhang and Yang 2008).However, to identify the best grid (steps 1 and 2) and 

 

Figure 2  Modelling strategies for computational study. 
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turbulence models (steps 3 and 4) that would be used for further simulations (see Fig. 

2), a simple ‘boxman’ shape CSP is used to minimise the computational time. Although 

in principle, the closer the computational geometry is to the real geometry of interest the 

more accurate the predictions are, it is extremely difficult to create a mesh for complex 

geometry such as that of the ‘human being’. Such a domain would also increase the 

computational time. Therefore, as suggested by Deevy et al (2008) and Topp et al 

(2002), it is sufficient to approximate the shape of the occupant with a more simple 

geometry, unless detailed predictions of particle deposition, heat transfer or other 

quantities very close to the body are needed. In the latter case, a more accurate 

representation may be necessary.. Therefore, the validation of the CSP (step 5) was only 

performed once the appropriate grid size and the turbulence model were identified.  

In addition, according to Zhang and Chen (2006), Holmes et al. (2000) and 

Loomans (1998), the most frequently used turbulence model in the simulations of 

airflow around the human body are the RNG. This is because compared to other 

turbulence models, they provide more accurate results due to being specifically 

designed to model low Reynolds number effects and pollutant transport (Chen 1995, 

Buchanan 1997, Ferziger and Peric 2002). Therefore, prior to choosing the most 

appropriate turbulence model, the RNG k-ε model is used to investigate the grid 

sensitivity test in step 2. 

3.1: Computational Geometry and Domain (Step 1) 

Defining the computational domain was based on the geometry and flow profile of the 

model. To obtain more realistic indoor airflow results, a comparison of experimental 

results with CFD predictions of the airflow distribution close to the human body was 

carried out inside an environmental chamber. 
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3.1.1: Boundary Condition 

Prediction accuracy is, as with all modelling techniques, highly sensitive to the 

boundary conditions supplied or assumed by the user (Awbi, 2003, Xu and Chen, 1998, 

Emmerich, 1997). The types of boundary conditions used in the simulations were wall 

properties, heat generation, airflow rate at the inlet and the outlet and CO2 production 

rate by the occupant (Figure 3). However, in Figure 3 objects like legs of tables and 

chairs supporting the seated CSP are not included to minimise the computational grid 

size which would reduce computation time. 

 

 

Figure 3  Geometry of experimental chamber 

The air inlet was modelled an inlet size of 0.4 m wide and 0.01 m high, 

extending from x = 1.19 m to 1.59 m. The diameter of the air outlet from the chamber 

was 0.1 m and was positioned at x = 0.14, y = 0, z = 2.18 m. The dimensions of the 

table in front of the manikin were 0.6 m long x 0.6 m wide and 0.75 m high. A second 
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table with a laptop on it measured 0.3 m for both length and width and was 0.75 m high, 

see Figure 3.  

In the middle of the chamber at x = 1.705 and y = 1.08, a seated CSP with a 

seated height of 1.2 m is located. The simulation of nostril exhalation for the CSP is 

illustrated in Figure 3. CO2 supply (i.e. exhalation) through a nostril of 12 mm diameter 

was set as an inlet supply source and was positioned at a height of 1.1 m. In order to 

apply the boundary conditions in the CFD model it was necessary to create a fluid 

domain within the confines of the geometry. To allow an increased heat load in the 

chamber, different heat sources were added. The manikin heat emission was similar to 

that of a real person. In this study, the thermal comfort and moisture production of the 

person is not taken into account. Therefore, a mean surface temperature of a human 

body in the state of physiological thermal neutrality with normal indoor activity of 33.7 

ºC was used. In addition, a 60 W laptop located near the front wall and a fluorescent 

lamp with a reflector located on the back wall was also modelled. The ballast for the 

fluorescent lamp consumed approximately 36 W. However, due to the reflector casing, 

the heat flux was difficult to calculate accurately. Therefore, for consistency of the 

generation output from the heat sources, a surface temperature was used instead of heat 

flux.  

Other boundary conditions were set on the surfaces in the computational domain and are 

summarized in Table 1. In addition Table 2 lists the locations of the sampling points 

used for CFD simulations results, which were adopted by the experimental chamber 

sampling methods (see Figure 1).  
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Table 1 Specified values of the numerical methods 

Turbulence model 

RNG (used to test the grid sensitivity), SKE and SST 

models.   

Numerical Schemes Upwind second order difference for the convection term 

Walls 
Front wall  

Temperature 

Fixed Temperature 20.7 ºC 

 

Back wall Fixed Temperature 20.3 ºC 

 

Left wall Fixed Temperature 15.1 ºC 

 

Right wall Fixed Temperature 24.1 ºC 

 

Ceiling Fixed Temperature 20.2 ºC 

 

Floor 

Tables 

Fixed Temperature 

Adiabatic 

18.8 ºC 

Heat 

Sources Lamp Fixed Temperature   37.0 ºC 

 

Laptop Fixed Temperature   32.0 ºC 

 Body Fixed Temperature   33.7ºC 

Inlet  Air supply 

 

 

Nose 

Air velocity                         2.00 ms
-1

 

Fixed Temperature             16.2 ºC 

 

Mass flow rate 0.000164 kgs
-1

, exhaled air temperature at 

34.0 ºC, turbulence intensity 5%, direction of exhalation x = - 

0.88 y = 0  

z = - 0.88 (ms
-1

), 4.0 % of CO2 concentration volume  

Outlet Extract  Relative pressure 

                   0 

Pa             0 Pa 

 

Table 2 Spatial coordinates of sampling sensors in the test chamber 

 

 

Coordinates of Sensor points (x, y, z) 

Location  Height 

 

0.2 m 1.2 m 1.8 m 

A (Left wall) (0.00, 0.50, 0.20) 

(0.00, 0.50, 

1.20) (0.00, 0.50, 1.80) 

B (Front Wall) (0.50, 1.39, 0.20) 

(0.50, 1.39, 

1.20) (0.50, 1.39, 1.80) 

C (Back Wall) (2.28, 1.39, 0.20) 

(2.28, 1.39, 

1.20) (2.28, 1.39, 1.80) 

D (Right Wall) (1.39, 2.28, 0.20) 

(1.39, 2.28, 

1.20) (1.39, 2.28, 1.80) 
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3.1.2 Flow Field with Respiration Process 

With regards to the exhalation flow rate, a nose was modelled on the manikin’s body 

surface (i.e. at the head) and assigned as a respiration inlet boundary condition. This 

was the emission source of CO2 that was considered as a non-reacting scalar component 

transported through the flow of air using both convective and diffusive processes. 

Different descriptions of the breathing process (i.e. the flow rate, frequency of 

respiration, direction of breathing jet, nose opening, etc.) are discussed in various 

research (Quatember 2003, Vos et al. 2007, Gao and Niu 2006, Gupta, Lin, and Chen 

2010). This research which is also based on research by McArdle et al. (2006), 

incorporates a person with an average breathing rate of 17 times per minute with a tidal 

volume 500 ml per breath (McArdle, Katch, and Katch 2006). This value of respiratory 

frequency was also derived from observations involving 23 adults at a sedentary level 

which yielded the respiration frequency of 16.74 ± 0.80 SD (Standard deviation) 

(Mahyuddin and Awbi 2010). In this research, the exhalation of CO2 from the person 

was through the nose. Similar values was also used by Gao and Niu (2006) in their 

research about the human respiration process and transports of air by breathing, 

coughing and sneezing. Based on Equation 1, the exhaled volume per minute (VE) 

during respiration (i.e. 2 s exhalations and 2 s inhalations) is derived:  

                                                RTE
TVV                                                        (Eq. 1) 

where TR is the Respiratory period (breath per minute) and VT is the Tidal volume.  

To model the manikin exhaling CO2 into the domain, inlet boundary conditions 

are applied to the surfaces representing the nose of the manikin. The directions of inlet 

flow velocity, mass flow rate, temperature and the value of total CO2 source in unit of 

kg m
-3

 were specified. Gupta et al., (2010), measured the cross-sectional areas of the 

nose of 16 individuals (8 male and 8 female), and found that the mean area of nose 
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opening  was 0.71± 0.23 cm
2
 for male. In the seated boxman designed for this study, a 

total diameter of 1.2 cm nostril (i.e. a size of 0.6 cm in diameter for each nostril) was 

used. Since only one nostril was used in this study, the nose opening was slightly lower 

than the result obtained by Gupta et al., (2010), which was ~ 1.4 cm). This difference 

was considered acceptable, since there is a considerable deviation of nasal geometry in 

real humans. In addition, the occupant used in the test chamber has a Du Bois area 

(AD) of 1.7 m
2
 (which is smaller than an average adults size (AD = 1.8 m

2
). However, 

the behaviour of the exhalation jet would depend on its own temperature and 

momentum, on the temperature of the room and of other interactions, for example the 

boundary layer flow around a person (Bjorn and Nielsen 2002). 

Considering that the flow rate (Q) at a sedentary level is around 8.5 l/m over a 

diameter (D) of 1.2 cm, an exit velocity of 1.25 m.s
-1

 at the nostril can be calculated 

using Equation 2.  

                                
 

4

2
D

Q

S

Q
V

exit




                                                               (Eq. 2) 

The results as visualised for a person exhaling through the nose using smoke as 

the indicator and a manikin in a CFD simulation of an exhalation process are shown in 

Figure 4. Based on the smoke test carried out in the chamber (Figure 4a), the exhalation 

jet through the nose was identified to be directed downwards from the nostrils with an 

angle of approximately 45° below the horizontal line, which fits well with the 

observation made by Hyldgaard (1994) and Haselton and Sperandio (1988). The results 

in Figure 4b also show that the numerical simulation of the exhalation jet is also set at a 

45° from the horizontal. It is observed from both figures (Figure 4 a & b) that the 

velocity profile of the exhaled air does not continue to be uniform at an angle of 45°. 
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The illustrations in Figure 4 demonstrate turbulence effects on the exhaled jet. This is 

partly due to the air entrainment in the zone of investigation.  

In reality, due to the body core temperature (normally about 37.2 ºC), the 

inhaled air is exhaled at about 34.0 ºC. The velocity vectors for the exhalation region 

are large in the front side of the human face from the nose to the lower parts, as shown 

in Figure 4b. The warm exhalation jet is observed to entrain more surrounding air from 

the upper region. 

 

 

Figure 4    Flow field with constant exhalation (measurement) (a) physical visualization              

(b)Velocity-vector (CFD) 

3.2: Grid Development and Sensitivity Test (Step 2) 

The mesh volume generated at the location of the outlet is presented in Figure 5. In the 

near-wall regions, boundary layer effects give rise to velocity gradients that are greatest 

normal to the wall. Computationally efficient meshes in these regions (i.e. wall regions) 

require that the elements have high aspect ratios. If tetrahedral elements are used, then a 
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prohibitively fine surface mesh may be required to avoid generating highly skewed 

tetrahedral elements at the face. CFX-Mesh overcomes this problem by using prisms to 

create the mesh that is finely resolved normal to the wall, but coarse parallel to it. In the 

case of the circular outlet, this was achieved by giving an edge sizing to the 

circumference as illustrated in Figure 5. The Expansion Factor used for this model was 

1.2 (i.e. each successive layer, is approximately 1.2 times thicker than the previous one 

as it moves away from the face to which the inflation was applied). Also, inflation is 

added to help resolve large gradients that can occur in the boundary layers that form on 

walls (both in temperature or velocity). 

In addition, because the size of the nose at the surface of the CSP face is 

extremely small, the difference between the nose geometry and the face surface 

geometry is comparatively huge which makes the solution difficult to converge. A finer 

mesh would reduce the number of time steps necessary to reach a solution and reduce 

the spatial and temporal discretisation errors especially when a transient condition is 

applied as in this study.  

The mesh sensitivity was ascertained by analysing the change in the results with 

different grid sizes. The grid refinement involved: 

 Increasing the density of the grid at the walls. 

 Increasing the density of the grid on the human manikin. 

 Increasing the density of the grid on the heat sources 

 Increasing the density of the grid at the inlet and outlet. 
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Based on these changes a grid comparison (coarse, medium and fine mesh) was carried 

out to justify the numerical results obtained from the simulation. To investigate these 

factors, a steady-state simulation was performed for all three grids with the flow field 

computed each with twice the number of grid points in X, Y and Z direction. From the 

results of the descriptive analysis, the average air temperature at all locations, including 

the outlet, were selected to compare the results from the different grid sizes with the 

experimental data as illustrated in Figure 6. It is observed that the median of the air 

temperatures using the fine and medium mesh as well as data obtained from the 

experiment is comparable (20.7 ºC). However, the standard deviation and the range 

between the inter-quartiles predicted for the medium mesh and the coarse mesh were 

relatively large compared to the fine mesh and the experimental results. The median 

value with the coarse mesh was under estimated (~ 20.4 ºC). It is clear that the fine grid 

 

Figure 5   Fine mesh for a circular outlet near-wall region. 
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(with 1,680,419 total number of elements) produced more sensible results that agreed 

with experimental values and therefore, will be used for further CFD solutions in this 

research.  

Further to the above mentioned results, Table 3 shows a comparison between the 

predicted and the measured temperatures in the plume above the manikin (0.2 m and 0.4 

m above the manikin’s head) for all three grid sizes. Results indicate that the coarse 

mesh underestimated the values for the velocity and temperature profiles. The medium 

mesh is also observed to underestimate the temperature values but overestimate the air 

velocity values. As expected, the CFD results for both velocity and temperature profiles 

predicted for the fine mesh are in good agreement with those from the measured data.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 6   Comparisons of temperature results for different grid sizes: Air temperature plot 
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Table 3 Velocity and temperature differences for different grid sizes above the 

manikin’s head (1.2 m and 1.4 m from the floor) 

 Experiment Coarse mesh Medium mesh Fine mesh 

Temperature (ºC)     1.4 m 22.2 20.8 21.8 22.1 

                                 1.6 m 21.3 20.5 20.9 21.3 

Velocity (ms
-1

)          1.4 m 0.12 0.07 0.15 0.12 

                                 1.6 m 0.13 0.09 0.16 0.13 

 

In addition the finer mesh was observed to converge with fewer iteration steps 

(263 iterations). This result also shows that the finer mesh would reduce the time steps 

necessary to reach a solution and reduce the spatial and temporal discretisation errors 

especially when a transient condition is applied. 

3.3: Numerical Simulations using Three Different turbulence Models (Step 3) 

Based on the grid sensitivity test, it is concluded that the fine mesh resolution provides a 

suitable solution for the intended simulations. In CFX (which is the main package of 

CFD models used in this research) there are various turbulence models available for 

general simulation purposes. These models were accepted by the researchers to be the 

most appropriate for the applications that are being considered. These models include a 

zero-equation model (0-eq) (Chen and Xu 1998), a Low Reynolds number k  model 

(LRN k ) (Launder and Spalding 1974) an RNG k  model (RNG) (Zhang et al. 

2005) an Shear Stress Turbulence k-omega (SST k-ω) model (Menter, Kuntz, and 

Langtry 2003), a large-eddy-simulation model (LES) (Jouvray and Tucker 2005) and a 

few others. The complicated nature of turbulent flow characteristics in enclosed 
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environments pose significant challenges on boundary conditions which influence the 

use of turbulence models(Ferrey and Aupoix 2006). As a result, it is always difficult to 

judge the outputs after simulation. Therefore, in order to ascertain which turbulence 

model is appropriate for this study, it is necessary to consider three models (RNG k-ε 

model, Standard k-ε (SKE) model and SST k-ω model) and monitor the results in detail 

to evaluate the simulated flows within the chamber. 

3.3.1: Smoke Test 

It is important to understand the general flow patterns around the room before studying 

the effect of turbulence models. However, deciding which turbulence model is best 

suited, a test involving smoke injection at the air inlet was carried out to visualise the 

flow pattern within the chamber. A smoke generator was used to inject smoke at the 

inlet with specified air supply rate. Snapshots were taken to monitor the movement of 

the smoke along the ceiling plane. Figure 7 shows the smoke distribution along the 

chamber ceiling. As the flow hits the supply plate (at the inlet) it creates a ceiling 

attachment zone due to the Coanda effect (following the path illustrated by the white 

arrows). This flow is drawn vertically by vortex (zone 1), travels along the ceiling plane 

(zone 2) and later separates (zone 3) at a jet separation point of approximately 2.13 m 

from the inlet wall. This separation is observed to take place due to the effect of gravity 

or the lower pressure at the opposite wall. The relationship between the flow field and 

Coanda effect is investigated in this study.. 
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Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 3

 

Figure 7 Smoke visualisation test showing the flow from the inlet supply. 

The verification of the general air flow pattern from the supply inlet over the 

ceiling is presented in Figure 8 using CFD. This effect is modelled for comparison and 

analysis using the three turbulence models. The models are compared with reference to 

the jet separation point (y = 2.13 m) which was obtained from the smoke tests. From the 

simulations, it was observed that the jet separation point for both RNG model and the 

SST model are in agreement with that of the smoke test. The jet is seen to separate from 

the ceiling at about the same point as in the smoke test. However, a larger vortex can be 

seen to the left of this separation point for the SST model distorting the flow path 

downstream, while in the RNG model, the spreading out of the flow continues smoothly 

towards the wall opposite the inlet wall (right side of the manikin). In this case, a 

smaller vortex appears at the lower region of that wall with low air velocity observed. 
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Figure 8  Velocity flow fields from the inlet supply demonstrating the supply jet across the Y 

plane (ceiling). 

Unlike the results obtained using the RNG and the SST model, the magnitude of 

the velocity vectors using the SKE model is observed to be reduced much earlier at 

approximately 1.3 m from the inlet wall. However, the jet separation point is noted to be 

similar to the other two models but with a larger vortex forming at the upper region 

towards the corner of the opposite wall. The intensity (i.e. magnitude) of the velocity 

vectors in the chamber is also observed to be higher using this model. A possible reason 

for this would be that this type of turbulence model does not predict the localised 

turbulence effects very accurately, e.g. buoyancy effect, obstructions, etc. Based on the 

results illustrated above, it can be concluded that the flow stratification predicted using 

the RNG k-ε model shows better agreement with the smoke test measurements and that 

the SKE model was the worst. This results coincides with the findings from Sekhar and 

Willem (2004) whom successfully used the RNG k-ε model to study flow patterns in a 

large office area. This model performed better than the standard k-ε model for a mixed 
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convection flow case and an impinging jet. In addition, Zhang et al. (2007) successfully 

conducted a comprehensive validation of the RNG k-ε model for air distributions in a 

quarter of a classroom, an individual office and a cubicle office and with a displacement 

ventilation system. The results of the computed temperature and velocity validations 

correlated reasonably well with the measured data. 

3.4: Verification and Validation (Step 4) 

As with most modelling packages, verification and validation is of great importance and 

within the field of CFD analysis in particular. For verification, the physical parameters, 

which are of importance in this study, are first identified. The variables such as airflow 

and temperature in the room need to be investigated. 

The validation procedure for assessing the accuracy of the three different 

turbulence models when compared to the real physical situation would be considered in 

the next section. This is also to determine the representative degree of accuracy of the 

CFD solutions compared with that of the measurements carried out in the chamber (i.e. 

focusing on the indoor temperature and velocity flow profiles).  

3.4.1: Indoor Air Temperature 

Figure 9 illustrates the comparison of the chamber’s spatial distributions of indoor air 

temperature. The figure shows the comparison between the experimental and numerical 

results for the turbulence models RNG, SKE and SST. The layout of sensors and the 3D 

computation model, illustrated in a plan view is shown in the insert for Figure 9, to 

show the height of sampling sensors at different locations (identified by yellow 

markers). The coordinates of these monitoring sensors is listed in Table 1 and Figure 1. 
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Figure 9 Comparison of the spatial distributions of  indoor air temperature in the chamber: 

Experiments and numerical simulations 

Based on this figure, it can be clearly seen that the RNG model better predicts 

indoor temperatures for the lower regions of the chamber (i.e. 0.2 m height from the 

floor), whereas the SKE and SST models showed larger variations in the simulated 

values compared to the experimental values for this region. Nevertheless, some degree 

of agreement between all three models was observed for the higher regions (i.e. 1.2 m 

and 1.8 m), and these results were comparable although they show some 

overestimations of temperature values at location A (left) and B (front) at 1.2 m height 

(i.e. less than 1.0 ºC).  

The overestimation of this temperature gradient in Figure 9 may have been due 

to the Coanda effect (i.e. close to the jet separation region) and the interaction with the 

plume from the thermal manikin. Taking the steady-state value of temperature at each 

monitoring point, the temperature stratifications were observed to be significant in the 
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SST turbulent model especially at the lower regions. Generally, the SST model 

predicted lower temperatures in the lower region of the chamber leading to a sharper 

gradient to the upper regions of the chamber. 

In addition, the temperature stratifications of buoyant plumes above the 

manikin’s head can be observed for all three models. This is supported in studies 

conducted by Li, et al.(2013), where they state that the thermal plume actually develops 

along the body surface from the lowest body segments such as the feet. Sorensen and 

Voigt (2003) compared CFD calculations to measurements by PIV of a nude manikin, 

in both cases care was taken to ensure set-ups took into account all relevant conditions. 

The CFD results were validated and compared to particle image velocimetry (PIV) 

measurements. The results showed satisfactory agreement, although they cited a slightly 

higher velocity was apparent in the CFD output. Though this analogue is drawn, it must 

be noted that PIV was not used in this study 

As illustrated in Table 4, the thermal stratifications using the SST turbulence 

model are observed to be greater compared to the other two models. When observing 

the verification of the thermal plume above the manikin’s head (i.e. 1.4 m and 1.6 m 

height above the floor), the predictions of the temperature values by both SKE and SST 

models did not correspond to that of measured data.  

Table 4 Experimental and predicted values of air temperature above the human manikin 

head height 

Measurement height 

Comparison 

1.4 m height 

(°C) 

1.6 m height 

(°C) 

Experiment 22.2  21.3 

RNG k-ε model 22.1  21.3 

SKE model 21.6 21.2 

SST k-ω model 22.9  22.6 
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The SST model calculated significantly higher temperature values while SKE 

model on the other hand, is observed to under-estimate the temperature value at 1.4 m 

height with a difference of 0.6 K. As expected, the predicted results for the thermal 

plumes above the manikin’s head obtained using the RNG model is observed to 

correspond better with the experimental results. Therefore, in this case, the turbulence 

model that predicted the thermal plumes closest to the experimental results was the 

RNG model. 

3.4.2: Air Velocity Flow Fields 

A further investigation is the airflow profiles in the chamber to help understand the 

patterns of airflow and velocity within the enclosed environment. Similar to Figure 9 for 

temperature, the velocity field at several locations within the chamber is presented in 

Figure 10. Unlike the temperature plot, the numerical results from the three turbulence 

models did not correspond well to that of experimental results. Although, there is a 

good correlation between predictions using the RNG model and measurement, it was 

observed that RNG and the SKE model have over predicted most of the velocity values. 

Conversely, the SST model has under predicted most of the results except for location C 

at a height of 1.8 m. It is also worth mentioning that the measurement of low velocities 

(< 0.1 ms
-1

) is not very reliable which could have been a cause for the deviation with the 

predictions. Most indoor environments have low mean air velocity and therefore, the 

Reynolds number, Re, is also generally low (~10
5
)which may implies that aspects of the 

flow would either be laminar or transitional. Where transitional flows are involved, they 

can be sensitive to the details of the implementation of boundary conditions, numerical 

schemes, and differences in physical models. Hence, it is difficult to identify the cause 
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of possible discrepancies if the SST model is to be used further in this study. On the 

other hand the RNG model tends to better predict the flow in low Reynolds number and 

that buoyancy-driven flows better than the other models tested (Zhai et al. 2007) 

Considering that this study has emphasis on the spatial distribution of the flow fields 

within the chamber, it is more significant to assess the general flow pattern instead of 

the absolute velocity values.  

As for the temperature profiles of the plume above the manikin, the predicted 

results of the air velocity using the RNG model was observed to correspond better with 

the experimental results, as listed in Table 5. The buoyant plumes for the SST model 

overestimated the velocity flow at 1.4 m height above the floor with a significant 

different of 0.13 ms
-1

 from the experimental measurement. At 1.6 m, both the SST and 

 

 

 

Figure 10 Comparison of air velocity profiles in the chamber: experimental and 

numerical simulations. 
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SKE model overestimated the air velocity with a difference of about 0.05 ms
-1

 

compared to the measured values. 

 Table 5   Experimental and predicted values of air velocity above the human manikin 

head height 

3.5: Selection of the Manikin Shape (Step 5) 

The modelling and prediction of a computer simulated person (CSP) has been the 

subject of contemporary research. Previous studies have simulated from very simple to 

very complex shapes for CSP (Murakami, Kato, and Zeng 2000, Kilic and Sevilgen 

2008, Sørensen and Voigt 2003, Gao and Niu 2005). Various shapes of CSPs ranging 

from a very detailed human model (manikin) to a simplified 3D shape of a box 

representation (boxman) were developed and widely adopted in both research and 

industry to study and provide more insight into thermal comfort issues. These models 

are roughly put into three categories: simplified shapes (Murakami, Kato, and Zeng 

2000, Al-Mogbel 2003, Xing, Hatton, and Awbi 2001), standard human manikins (male 

and female) (Sørensen and Voigt 2003, Tanabe et al. 2002) and realistic models (Yang 

et al. 2007, Treeck et al. 2009, Zhang and Yang 2008). For simplicity of the CFD 

modelling, a box human shape would be used for CFD validation test (Figure 11a) 

while a more realistic shape of a male body (Figure 11b) will be used in the transient 

simulation test in the chamber. 

Measurement height 

Comparison 

1.4 m height 

(ms
-1

) 

1.6 m height 

(ms
-1

) 

Experiment 0.12  0.13  

RNG k-ε model 0.12  0.13  

SKE model 0.15  0.18  

SST k-ω model 0.25  0.18  
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Figure 11 Two CFD models of a seated human to compare. (a) boxman and (b) manikin. 

Measurements are in mm. 

In principle, the closer the simulated geometry is to the real geometry, the more 

accurate the predictions are. However, when the geometry is complex, it can be difficult 

to create a mesh. Therefore, the hands and feet of the manikin were not included and 

this eliminated the need to mesh the individual fingers, which requires the use of very 

small elements and thus increase the computational time. In both models, an 

unstructured grid was used. Prismatic cells were used near the solid surfaces to resolve 

the wall jet and the thermally driven flow near the body of the person. A slightly finer 

grid was used in the region above the shoulders of both CSPs. The manikin model is 

discretised into 2,763,482 cells while the boxman is discretised into 1,680,419 cells.  

Although the element size in both the boxman and manikin models was the same, the 

total number of elements was almost double in the manikin model due to the complexity 

of the geometry. 
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Figure 12   CFD predicted temperature profiles at 0.5 m away from the side walls for both 

CSPs. 

 

For the temperature profiles in the chamber using both CSPs are observed to 

correspond well with the experimental results across all locations. However, significant 

differences between the CFD results using both CSP and the measured data were 

observed at location B and location A, specifically at z = 1.2 m. The differences that 

occur in location B and A using the boxman are 0.5 K and 0.4 K respectively, while 

with the manikin model, the differences were only 0.3 K at both locations. This is 

probably due to the complexity of the geometry which further increases the number of 

cells especially at the face area of the manikin. As a result, the CFD predictions using 

the manikin have yielded much smaller differences with measurements compared to the 

boxman.  
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Figure 12. CFD predicted temperature profiles at 0.5 m away from the side walls for 

both CSPs. 

At the upper (z = 1.8 m) and lower regions (z = 0.2 m), reasonable predictions 

are obtained from both CSP models. A maximum difference between the boxman and 

the measured data is 0.3 K at both these heights, while with the manikin a difference of 

0.1K and 0.2 K are obtained at the upper and lower regions respectively. At the upper 

region, the heat plumes above the CSP’s head would have caused a natural convection 

flow that resulted in an increase in the air mixing similar to the experimental results. 

These findings indicate that the CFD predictions using the manikin model have better 

agreement with measured data.  

To verify the overall flow filed in the chamber, the predicted simulations of the 

(a) temperature contours and (b) velocity contours for the different CSP geometries are 

compared in Figure 14. These contour plots are generated along the symmetry plane of 

L2 (as in Figure 13). The velocity is based on the inlet air supply of 2.0 ms
-1

.  

 

Figure 13   Location of measured velocity and temperature profiles 
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Figure 14      Air flow field around the seated CSP 

Similar to the results plotted in Figure 12, the temperature contours in Figure 

14(a) appear to have relatively minor differences across the vertical plane. The heat 

from the CSP causes a thermal plume to form above its head. It also causes a stratified 

layer with warmer, less dense fluid in the upper part of the room. However, a slight 

increase in air temperature around the manikin’s shoulders and head was observed when 

compared to the boxman. This was probably due to the more detailed geometry and grid 

complexity around these surfaces. 

In Figure 14(b), the results of the velocity contours on the left hand side and 

close to the inlet, return quite similar velocities for both CSPs whilst the flow field 

between the two CSPs is slightly different on the right hand side. Due to low airflow 

environment (< 0.1 ms
-1

), strong buoyancy may occur and fluid flows with strong 

buoyancy effects can be difficult to predict correctly when using a simplified CSP. In 

(a) Temperature distribution at Plane L2 

(b) Velocity distribution at Plane L2 
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general the CFD predictions using both CSPs correspond well with the experimental 

results. However, the accuracy of the velocity and temperature profiles is better 

predicted using the manikin model.  

4: Conclusions 

The parameters needed to simulate the exhalation from a human were investigated in 

this paper using CFD. As demonstrated, proper simulation of nose and mouth geometry, 

i.e. flow exhalation, will be needed for studying the transport of exhaled air in a room. 

The research has provided comparisons between the results produced using three 

turbulence models (SKE, SST and RNG) with experimental results obtained in an 

environmental test chamber under controlled conditions. The parameters considered 

were air velocity, temperature and the buoyancy plume above the manikin’s head. The 

following conclusions can be drawn: 

 The RNG model simulation of the plume velocities above the manikin showed 

the closest agreement with the measured results. The difference between the 

average plume velocities at the measurement locations (i.e. 1.4 m and 1.6 m 

height above the floor at the centre of the manikins’ head) was less than 0.01 

ms-1. This difference was less than the experimental uncertainty of the air 

velocity sensor which was ± 0.02 ms
-1

. However, for the SKE model, the 

difference was 0.04 ms
-1

 and for the SST model was 0.09 ms
-1

.The temperature 

in the plume above the manikin’s head (i.e. same measuring point as the plumes 

velocity) obtained using the RNG model also showed substantial agreement with 

the measured data. The difference is on average less than 0.1 K, which was 

again less than the experimental uncertainty for the air temperature sensor, 

which was ± 0.15 K. The difference in temperature using the SKE model was 
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quite similar at about 0.06 K compared to the measured data. Conversely, the 

CFD results predicted using the SST model gives the highest discrepancy of 2.0 

K. 
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